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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
The roots, twentieth-century rise, and contemporary status of the science fiction and
fantasy literary genres are studied. Focus is on recurrent themes and tropes, as well as the
mythological, philosophical, and socio-cultural foundations from which they arise.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Demonstrate familiarity with the major themes, scenarios, and textual concerns of
the genres.

B. Analyze individual texts in relation to the significant historical, cultural, and
social issues of the genres.

C. Analyze the content and formal structures of texts.
D. Integrate textual evidence and literary criticism when writing essays on key works

of the genres.
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v. CONTENTS
A. Themes, such as

1. What it means to be human
2. Seeing the world anew
3. Cultural anthropology
4. Limitations of human perception and knowledge
5. Subjectivity of reality and perception
6. The power of dreams
7. Reality vs. imagination
8. Technology as a savior or a destroyer
9. Evolution, physical and mental
10. Genetic manipulation
11. Emotion/spirit/faith vs. rationality/materialism/science
12. Artificial intelligence/life
13. Recapturing lost youth
14. Order vs. chaos
15. Heroism
16. The uniqueness of humanity vs. the insignificance of humanity

B. Historical and socio-cultural issues, such as
1. Definitions of science fiction and fantasy

a. Literary roots
b. Philosophical roots
c. Social and cultural roots
d. Modern mythology

2. Definitions of the sublime or transcendent
3. Definitions of scientific truths and their philosophical implications

C. Conventional tropes, such as
1. Alien/non-human encounters
2. Quest for knowledge/self-knowledge
3. Quest for love
4. Quest for the sublime
5. Good vs. evil or moral vs. amoral (existentialist)
6. Time travel
7. Space travel
8. Bodily modifications via technology or magic
9. The apocalypse
10. Utopias and dystopias

D. Textual Issues
1. Plot
2. Narrative point of view
3. Setting
4. Figurative language
5. Characterization
6. Style and language
7. Tone
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VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class assignments
a. Directed discussion based on lectures and readings, engaging topics such

as historical context, thematic concerns, and formal construction of texts,
as derived from contents above

b. Reading aloud of selected excerpts
c. Reflective writing or classroom presentations on discussion topics

2. Out-of-class assignments
a. At least two essays: one interpretive paper in which the students use

techniques of close textual analysis to examine literary elements such as
language, plot, character and theme, and one research paper which
discusses the historical context and explains a text from various critical
perspectives, to a minimum combined total of 3000 words

b. Reading of designated texts and selected literary criticism relevant to each
genre

c. Reflective writing on discussion topics derived from contents above
B. Evaluation

1. In-class and out-of-class reflective writing or classroom presentations on
individual texts and topics raised in class discussion, such as conventional
themes and tropes, as derived from contents above

2. Out-of-class essays that closely examine individual texts and employ research
3. Mid-term examination that requires students to compose short essays in class,

demonstrating the ability to perform close textual analysis as well as to situate
a text in relation to larger historical, thematic, or formal concerns

4. Final examination that requires students to compose short essays in class,
demonstrating the ability to perform close textual analysis as well as to situate
a text in relation to larger historical, thematic, or formal concerns

C. Textbooks and other instructional materials
1. A textbook anthology of literature in English OR a grouping of widely

available primary texts, supplemented by public domain online sources
providing historical and critical works, such as:
a. Textbook anthology: Roberts, Garyn G. Roberts. The Prentice Hall

Anthology ofScience Fiction and Fantasy. NJ: Prentice Hall, 2003.
b. Widely available primary texts, such as Dover or Penguin editions

1. Ashley, Mike, ed. Dreams and Wonders. NY: Dover Thrift Editions,
2010.

2. LeGuin, Ursula K. The Lathe ofHeaven. NY: EOS, 2000.
3. Silverberg, Robert, ed. Science Fiction Hall ofFame Vol I (1929-

1964). NY: Orb, 1998.
4. Sterling, Bruce. Crystal Express. NY: Ace, 1990.
5. Swanwick, Michael. The Dragons ofBabel. NY: Tor, 2007.
6. Vance, Jack. Tales of the Dying Earth. NY: Tom Doherty, 2005.
7. Wells, H.G. The Island ofDr. Moreau. NY: Dover Thrift Editions,

1995.
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c. Supplemental historical and critical works from public domain online
sources, such as Project Gutenberg

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDITIDEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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